Young GIs Captured By Insurgents

News reports say GIs were kidnapped.

There Is A Big Offensive To Regain Baghdad

So GIs established checkpoints outside of town.

They Were Manning Checkpoints Around Baghdad

Checkpoints Are Outside Baghdad On The Main
Highway

It was a deserted stretch, with an open field of vision, with staged barriers for safety.

The Soldiers Were Outside Yusufijah

Yusfiyah is a farm town in the middle of nowhere, and it's not on a main road.

Israeli Agents Were Behind The Murders, And The Army Will Level Yusufiya In Retaliation

The fact that the soldiers' bodies were found at the power plant, points to a provocateur operation.

Something Isn't Right
A news report states: - Three US soldiers were manning a checkpoint on the
outskirts of Baghdad, and were captured. When you look a little closer, that
can't be right. Baghdad is a wild west show, where death squads are
kidnapping, executing, and bombing in broad daylight. The normal
contingent would consist of at least ten soldiers. You just don't stick three
soldiers at an isolated checkpoint. Whoever kidnapped them, had to be
someone they trusted.
The soldiers were manning a remote checkpoint, and never would have let a

a car full of Arabs get that close. As far as an Iraqi police patrol, they would
trust them even less. There was no firefight, and no emergency
communications.
The only possible scenario would involve someone imbedded with the
soldiers, and that could only be an Iraqi interpreter, or most likely, an Israeli
advisor.

Embedded Israeli Advisors
Senior US commanders have inserted Israeli IDF
advisors in all lines of command.
Following their advice has led to three ambushes
the last six months.

This Ambush Had To Be Pretty Sophisticated
z

z
z

You got a two marines on a 50 Caliber
machine gun
Next you have six at the checkpoint
Behind them another Humvee with a officer
and radio man

They were taken by complete surprise, by someone
they trusted.
The latest story says, there were three humvees,
snipers shot at them, two humvees gave chase, and
insurgents then captured the third one.
Bodies Found

The mutilated, and beheaded, bodies were found on
6/20/2006 at the Yusafiya power plant. This is the
same tactic Israeli intelligence agents used on the
Halverston ambush. in Fallujah.
Real insurgents don't plant beheaded bodies at their
front doorstep.

So What Happened?
Whoever was imbedded, shot the soldier manning the 50
caliber machine gun for starters. The others just stuck their
rifles in the remaining soldiers' faces. There were no Arabs
in cars, because the soldiers manning the checkpoint would
have had been locked and loaded. This happened while they
were sitting around eating.
The official story, that there was only three marines at a
major chokepoint, is totally bogus. The last two ambushes
were covered up as accidents, so this story becomes
extremely suspect.
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